4th Space Forum

Ten years of Portugal as member of esa

10:00  Welcome to the participants
      Opening of the Exhibition (open all day until 18:00)

10:30  Opening session
      João Sentieiro, President of FCT
      Jean-Jacques Dordain, ESA Director General
      José Contente, Regional Secretary for Science Technology and Infrastructures – Azores
      José Mariano Gago, Minister of Science, Technology and Higher Education

11:30  Coffee Break

12:00  Presentation of the impact Study of the Portuguese Participation in ESA
      Luís Barreiros, CLAMA Consulting

14:00  European Space Industry Survey and ESA Strategic Initiative
      Eros Pittarelli, ESA

16:00  Coffee Break

16:15  Space Technology Transfer
      Cornelis Eldering, ESA

17:30  Closing
      Manuel Paiva, Former Director of the Laboratoire de Physique Biomédicale, Université Libre de Bruxelles
      António Neto da Silva, President of PRAESPAÇO
      João Sentieiro, President of FCT

+ INFORMATION
spaceforum.fct.mctes.pt
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